Cascade Tel Leverages Latest Technology to Manage Networks with Apple Devices
Leading Managed Technology
Services Provider Protects IT
Networks that Rely on Apple/Mac
Products
BEND, OR – May 27, 2022 Cascade Tel a leading managed
technology services provider
(MTSP), announced today that the
company is helping business securely
manage their Apple devices, Mac
OS, iPads and iPhones with a cloudbased managed IT services tool.
Cascade Tel’s investment in
sophisticated software solutions
enables the company to effectively
and efficiently monitor, manage, and
secure Apple devices, including
laptops, desktops, servers and tablets
which rely on Apple or Mac OS.
This is especially important as more
organizations transition to fully
remote or hybrid workplaces which
demand more stringent security
measures, in addition to more
flexibility.
While Apple products are
ubiquitous in the modern workplace,
especially in creative fields which
require rapid innovation, IT
companies have been reluctant to
provide technical support for Applerelated devices due to the lack of
suitable tools, which ensure the safe,
efficient and robust utilization of
those devices. However, Cascade Tel
now has the capability to streamline
any IT network, not just
Windows/PC-based networks, for
more efficiency and security. For the
end user, this means that creative
industries will now have the same
access to high-caliber, network
security that any organization
expects from their IT partner,
without losing any of the
functionality necessary for
innovation.

“What’s really exciting about
this is the simplicity of the back-end.
Our solution simplifies the
monitoring, management and
continual optimization required to
maintain Apple devices at a very
high-level,” stated Allan Clack,
President of Cascade Tel. “Our team
can simply manage and secure all
Apple devices within our customers’
organizations. This will result in
better maintained IT systems which
will undoubtedly increase
performance, boost productivity
across the board and will also
address cybersecurity concerns.
We’re excited to deliver unparalleled
IT security, faster networks, more
productive staff and ultimately
increased profits, for our Appleoriented customers,” concluded
Clack.
Through this partnership,
Cascade Tel will be able to help
SMBs deploy new devices in less
than five minutes, through automated
device enrollment and onboarding
for end users. Additionally, once
those devices are deployed within an
organization, they will be proactively
monitored for device issues with
automatic remediation before they
result in any downtime for end users,
which is what individuals have come
to expect from their technology. This
is vital for organizations which don’t
have the time or resources to
dedicate to enterprise-grade IT
management, but still want their
technology to be protected through a
proactive, preventative ecosystem
which improves over time and
doesn’t expose the organization to
undue risks.
Lastly, while the productivity
and security enhancements are
obvious benefits for SMBs regardless
of industry, Cascade Tel can now

ensure compliance for industries
which have certain IT standards
which companies must adhere to.
“We’re excited to offer a truly
robust IT management solution for
our Apple clients,” commented
Clack. “This will open the floodgates
for more creativity to be unleashed in
any organization that wants to benefit
from Apple’s design-oriented
devices.”
ABOUT CASCADE TEL
Cascade Tel is locally owned
and operated and is Central Oregon’s
business owner’s first choice for over
23 years. Cascade Tel’s goal is to
provide each client a custom
designed telecommunications
solution that not only enhances their
customer’s experience, but also
provides increased profitability and a
competitive advantage. Cascade Tel
is a single source contact for all
voice, data, and video needs.
Cascade Tel provides industryleading products with Factory
Certified Technicians, Sales and
Customer Service Staff, to ensure
customer satisfaction by maximizing
system performance.
Cascade Tel provides around the
clock service to ensure system
reliability with the mission critical
nature of the telecommunications.
Cascade Tel offers comprehensive
service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
and emergency service guaranteed
within 1 hour.
For more information on
Cascade Tel, call 541-388-5158 or
visit www.cascadetel.com.

